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I

The blind person would like to see
the one who sees would like to read
and you who are not blind
and are able to read
come to the public library,
from its books a lot more
you will learn
even if you see a little
or cannot read.

II

My parents learnt
from their teachers
their teachers learnt
from other teachers.
And where have all the teachers learnt from?
From schools and libraries.
When kid she/he drank from its waters
When younger she/he drank from its waters
When grownup she/he drank from its waters
When older she/he is still drinking from its waters
Finally she/he died, but the waters kept uprising from the eternal spring source of knowledge:
the library
let us drink from its waters!
satisfy our thirst!

In Ancient Era
it lived in its houses.
In Modern Era
still lived in its houses.
In the Nuclear Era
still keeps on living in its houses.
Today like in History
knowledge lives in the libraries
let us go after it.
Out of clay, papyrus or wax
in boards, rolls or tables,
out of palimpsestus
in duplex, triplex or multiplex codices
out of manuscripts or printed paper
hard or softbounded
out of celluloid
in microformats or diskettes
out of silica and laser
in CD-ROM or online
in any time
in any form or material
but the book keeps on being the king.

At home we learn to walk and to speak
at school we learn to read and write
but in the library we learn
to fly to outer space
to travel through time
to know about our planet,
people and nature around us
from here and far away.
I opened the doors from the past,
also I opened the ones from the present
and I am also able to open the doors from all
the rivers and seas, hills and mountains
jungles and forests from all over the Earth;
also I am able to open the ones
from all the planets, satellites and galaxies
I could open them yesterday,
I can do it today,
and I can do it tomorrow
since I am immortal
I am the key of knowledge
I am your library
come and take me
and open all the doors
your imagination wants.
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